Multibath & Multibath SE

1700 & 2000mm

A height adjustable bath that has been designed with many different users in mind. Ideal for families where it can be easily accessed and used as a standard bath or the Multibath can be raised for assisted bathing.

Both baths are available in two sizes, the larger 2000mm is ideal to allow extra space when using supports and cushions whilst the smaller 1700mm bath is suitable for a tighter space.

The bath is available with a removable or fold down changing top (for the SE please discuss with Kingkraft). These great features help turn the bath into an up down changing / showering / dressing area, saving the need for extra changers in the house.

The Multibath SE are available with a range of options which will make bath time more fun or relaxing! Bluetooth music. Colour changing lights for relaxation and therapy Whirlpool or Airspa both of which can help reduce muscle tension for users, especially users with Cerebral Palsy and other conditions. We know that many children and adults are strapped into wheel chairs all day and being in the bath is a welcome bit of freedom and respite!

* Please note, this chair is very heavy and needs to be moved with care. Two people are required to remove and refit this chair.
Argent Bath

**1700x750 & 1800x800**

A height adjustable bath that has been designed with many different users in mind. Ideal for families where it can be easily accessed and used as a standard bath or be raised for assisted bathing.

This bath comes with minimal curves and lots of space inside making it easy to use a range of different support systems. The Argent bath is available in two sizes, the larger 1800 allows extra leg room whilst the smaller 1700mm long is ideal for a tighter bathroom. Both sizes come with an inbuilt recline for additional support.

It is available with a range of options for relaxation and therapy such as Airspa, Whirlpool, lights and blue tooth music. The bath is also available with a removable or fold down changing top options. These great features help turn the bath into an up down changing / showering / dressing area, saving the need for extra changers in the house.

The Argent can be situated in an island or corner position depending on how much access and assistance carers need to offer.

“We first learnt about Kingkraft at a disability show in Coventry. They were very informative, helpful and not at all pushy. At the time we were in the process of having an extension done for our son, who has a rare genetic disease.

He really enjoys having a bath than a shower so it was important to find a bath which was height adjustable. The installation team were very professional, polite and tidy. We are very happy with the bath, and being a tall person myself, I don’t have to bend over when bathing my son.

The bath also has a shower head which is very handy for hair washing. All in all, we are very pleased and satisfied with the overall service we have received.”

Mr & Mrs Beard, Milton Keynes
Easibath
2100 / 1900 / 1700

Our very first bath is still as popular today as it was 30 plus years ago. The Easibath comes with an opening side door. It works really well with users who wish to transfer in themselves, keep mobile and not require hoisting. Alternatively many families do hoist in and out of this bath, but open the door to use it as a showering or changing table.

The sides help with safety when rolling a user for changing and it saves space and cost on having a separate shower changer. This great bath can also be made extra wide, or the internal dimensions can be increased to give more space without making the bath larger if required.

The Easibath comes with a range of additional therapy and relaxation options such as Whirlpool, Lights and Blue tooth music.

"Kingkraft worked very well with us. Their sales manager, Dale Spackman answered all out questions, helped and guided us to find the right product. Kingkraft worked with us and our main contractor to ensure everything from start to finish was completed smoothly and on time."

Rachel
Registered Cluster Manager at HFT
Contour Bath

2000mm

The Contour comes with a manually opening side door. Like our Easibath it works really well with users who wish to transfer in themselves, keep mobile and not require hoisting.

Alternatively many families do hoist in and out of this bath, but open the door to use it as a showering or changing table. The sides help with safety when rolling a user for changing and it saves space and cost on having a separate shower changer.

The Contour has a higher back allowing a slightly deeper bath. The drop down side can aid changing and rolling of the user.

The Contour comes with a range of additional therapy and relaxation options such as Whirlpool, Lights and Blue tooth music.
Lifestyle Bath
2000mm & 1700mm

Our Lifestyle bath has been designed to look at home in any bathroom, it has smooth flowing lines and is not intended to look like a care product.

For users who do not want to have to shower everyday and would like to bathe and relax.

This bath works really well for independent users. Unlike the Easibath and Contour the door can be opened and closed by the user with a remote. This bath is also height adjustable to enable to correct transfer height or for carers to assist with washing.

The lifestyle is available with twin wastes for quicker draining and comes standard with a smart infra red operating tap. This bath is available with the Whirlpool, Airspa, lights and Bluetooth music as optional extras to make the bathing experience even more pleasurable.

The Lifestyle can be used as a changing and showering table if required. The door can also be released in case of emergency, the water would flood out though.

This bath has been very popular with independent users who want to transfer into a bath without being hoisted or being left in a seated position. It works well with children or adults.